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Rasmala Long Income Fund  

Temporary Suspension of Dealing – COVID-19 

Questions & Answers – March 26, 2020 

 

Background 

  

 

The Rasmala Long Income Fund invests in three open ended TIME Investments Funds, namely:  

▪ TIME Commercial Long Income Fund 
▪ Freehold Authorised Investment Fund 
▪ TIME Social Long Income Fund 

 
A material uncertainty clause has been added into the property valuations of each of the TIME Investments Funds by 

their respective independent valuers, caused by the outbreak of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19). Consequently, 

dealing in the shares of TIME Investments Funds has, in accordance with Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 

guidelines, been suspended effective of 9 am on 18 March 2020. This temporary suspension is in common with other 

authorised open-ended property funds, which have also suspended on the same material uncertainty basis. 

This temporary suspension affects the Rasmala Long Income Fund which was in turn forced to suspend subscriptions 

and redemptions as well as switching or exchanging units/shares in it until further notice. 

While we have taken this action to safeguard the interests of our investors and have answered some of questions you 

may have here, please don’t hesitate to contact us if you want to discuss any of these points or have any other 

questions. You can call us on +971 4 424 2700 or email us at clientservice@rasmala.com. 

 

 

 

1. Why has dealing been suspended? 

The outbreak of the pandemic virus COVID-19 has had and continues to have a significant adverse effect on global 

markets. Whilst less affected than equity markets, the UK property sector is not immune to these unprecedented set 

of circumstances. Each of the Funds’ valuers has advised the Investment Manager of the TIME Investments Funds 

that as a result of the ongoing emergency caused by COVID-19, there is material uncertainty over the value of the 

property assets of the TIME Investments Funds.  

In accordance with the FCA Handbook, which each Time Investments Fund is subject to, where there are exceptional 

circumstances and it is deemed to be in the best interests of all shareholders, then a Fund will be suspended. In this 

exceptional case, each Time Investments Fund has been suspended as there is a risk that the material uncertainty of 

the valuer relating to the underlying property assets may mean an investor entering or exiting a Fund receives a share 

price significantly different than its underlying value. This may also impact shareholders who remain invested.  

The three Funds’ valuers unanimous opinion of material uncertainty extends to the entire UK property market and has 

also been adopted by all regulated valuers in the UK.  As such, in accordance with FCA guidelines the Funds, being 

substantially invested in UK property, suspended their dealing. 

The Rasmala Long Income Fund was directly affected by the suspension of dealing of the TIME Investments Funds, 

and therefore had to suspend its dealing. 
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2. Does the material uncertainty just relate to the property assets of the TIME Investments 

Funds? 

Yes.  

3. Do these material uncertainty clauses relate to all sectors of UK property?  

The valuers’ opinion of material uncertainty extends to the entire UK property market.  This material uncertainty opinion 

has also been adopted by all regulated valuers in the UK. 

The noted material uncertainty to property values is being applied across the whole UK market without any distinction 

between sub–asset classes, such as between ground rents and long leases to good covenants and secondary 

property with short leases. 

Most of UK open ended property funds have already announced suspension of dealing. 

4. Have the TIME Investments Funds suspended because they have insufficient liquidity to meet 

redemption requests? 

No. Each Fund has adequate liquidity reserves, has generally experienced net subscriptions since inception, and had 

been well placed to meet redemptions on a daily and monthly basis. None of the three Funds would have suspended 

at this time were it not for each valuers’ unanimous opinion of material uncertainty over property values in light of the 

impact of COVID-19. 

The Rasmala Long Income Fund has currently USD 10 million in cash and is expected to receive approximately an 

additional USD 8 million from the currency hedges over the next 5 months. This is in addition to the existing dividend 

income earned on the portfolio and will assist in maintaining the current distribution level for the foreseeable future. 

5. Can I place any deals in the Rasmala Long Income Fund? 

Dealing instructions received will not be accepted. This includes any instructions placed prior to the date of 

suspension. Investors who subscribe through their Bank’s Wealth Management platform should contact their appointed 

Relationship Manager for further information. 

We will notify investors and their advisers as soon as dealing in the Fund recommences. 

6. How long will the Fund be suspended for? 

It is currently unclear how long the suspensions will continue as it is linked to the ongoing effects of the COVID-19 and 

is not related to the liquidity of the TIME Investments Funds nor of the Rasmala Long Income Fund, which have been 

unaffected.  However, until such time as the valuer confirms that material uncertainty in the valuation of the property 

assets no longer exists, each Fund will remain suspended. The decision whether to remain suspended will be 

under continuous review. It is the intention of the Investment Manager of the Rasmala Long Income Fund to 

recommence dealing once the valuers have removed the material uncertainty clause from the valuations of each of the 

underlying TIME Investments Funds.   
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7. Will the independent valuers continue to value the property portfolios during the period of the 

suspension? 

Yes. The independent valuers will continue to provide a valuation of each respective TIME Investments Funds’ 
property portfolio at the end of each month.  However, the valuers’ reports will contain a material uncertainty clause in 

relation to the value of each TIME Investments Fund’s property portfolio. Consequently, the Rasmala Long Income 

Fund will continue to provide an indicative NAV on a daily basis. 

8. Do you have sufficient liquidity, and if not, are you selling properties? 

The Rasmala Long Income Fund and the TIME Investments Funds have sufficient liquidity to meet their investment 

objectives and to manage its property portfolio and its financial commitments.  TIME Investments Funds are not 

seeking to dispose of any properties within its portfolio at this time. 

9. Will the TIME Investments Funds’ investment objectives change during the period of suspension? 

No. The Funds will continue to be managed through their defensive strategies in line with their investment objectives. 

The Funds will continue to be actively managed and we will report on performance and any updates as normal. 

10. Will the suspension affect my income distributions? 

No. The TIME Investments Funds should continue to collect rent from tenants. On this basis, the Rasmala Long 

Income Fund should continue to make distributions as usual in accordance with its Private Offering Memorandum.  For 

those holders of income shares, the distribution will be paid in cash and for those holders of accumulation shares the 

distributions will be accumulated into the capital value of the shares, as usual. 

11. Who made the decision to suspend dealing?  

The Board of Directors of the Rasmala Long Income Fund made the decision upon being notified by the Investment 

Manager of the TIME Investments Funds.  

12. Will the suspension affect the publication of the audited financial statements for the Funds? 

No. PWC, the appointed auditors of the Rasmala Long Income Fund, are currently conducting the normal audit of the 

financial statements of the Fund and these are expected to be published in the coming months. 

The TIME Investments Funds will continue to publish financial statements.  The Funds’ annual reports for the year to 

31 March 2020 are scheduled to be published at the end of July 2020 and will capture the event occurred after the 

suspension of dealings. 

13. Will switch or stock transfer instructions be permitted? 

The Rasmala Long Income Fund does not consider at present the possibility of switching between share classes. 

Stock transfers between shareholders will be allowed with the consent of the Board of Directors of the Fund. 

14. Will you write to me to tell me the suspensions have been removed? 

Yes. We will write to shareholders and their advisers to notify the lifting of the suspensions. We will also provide 

investors and their advisers with up to date information when available via the Rasmala’s website. 
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15. How can I find out the value of my investments in the Fund? 

As always, the Rasmala Long Income Fund will continue to publish the values of all its share classes on Bloomberg 

and in on Rasmala website at https://rasmala.com/our-funds/, as well as other information about each Fund, as and 

when it is released. 

16. How can I contact you to find out more about the Fund and the suspension? 

For more information as it becomes available please visit our website www.rasmala.com or should you require any 

further assistance please do not hesitate to contact our Client Service Team on +9714 424 2700 or 

clientservice@rasmala.com. 
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Disclaimer: Rasmala Investment Bank Limited ("RIBL") is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority ("DFSA"). RIBL products and services 

are only made available to customers who RIBL is satisfied meet the regulatory criteria to be “Professional Clients”, as defined by the DFSA.  

This document is provided for information purposes only. It does not constitute a solicitation, recommendation or offer to buy or sell any specific 

investment product or subscribe to any specific investment management or advisory service. This information, including any expression of opinion, has 

been obtained from or is based upon sources believed to be reliable, and is believed to be fair and not misleading. Any opinion or estimate contained in 

this material is subject to change without notice. Calculations are based on the most recent data available from underlying sources. Neither RIBL nor 

any of its directors or employees give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the information, nor 

do they accept any responsibility arising in any way (including by negligence) for errors in or omissions from the information.   

This document is not for distribution to the general public but for intended recipients only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or 

distributed in whole or part to any other person without the written consent of RIBL. This document is directed only to persons authorized to invest in 

the Fund / investment product as applicable and residing in jurisdictions where the Fund / investment product is authorized for distribution or where no 

such authorization is required.  

Prospective investors in the Fund product must obtain and carefully read the Fund’s most recent Term Sheet, Offering Memorandum/Prospectus, 

Supplement (if any), and financial statements, as well as seek separate, independent financial advice if required prior to making an investment in the 

Fund to assess the suitability, lawfulness and risks involved. The Fund / investment product is intended for sophisticated investors only who understand 

the risks involved in investing in the Fund / investment product and can withstand any potential loss therefrom. Historical performance is not and should 

not be construed as being indicative for the future or likely performance. The information contained herein does not have any regard to the specific 

investment objectives, financial situation or the particular needs of any person.  

Contact Details 

Rasmala Investment Bank Limited 
• Regulated by the DFSA 

• Dubai International Financial Centre 
• The Gate Village, Building 10, Level 1 
• P.O. Box 31145  
• Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

• Tel: +971 4 363 5600 / +971 4 424 2700 
• Email: clientservice@rasmala.com 
•  

Discover more at:            Follow us: 

rasmala.com                     @RasmalaGroup 

                                                 /    Rasmala                      

http://www.rasmala.com/

